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Adelaide Gardens Artwork @ Halswell Quarry Park

Presentation by Peter Cottrell
Chair, Christchurch Adelaide Sister City Committee
2002 to April 2015

*The Spheres* by Adelaide artist Karen Genoff
April 2015 -
Design by Karen Genoff - December 2017
As fabricated (in Adelaide) - June 2019
with artist Karen Genoff

Corten steel fabricated by Brister & Co (Adelaide)
As fabricated (in Adelaide) - June 2019

with artist Karen Genoff

Adelaide Hills granite grit etched by Tillett Natural Stone Industries (Adelaide)
Adelaide Sister City Garden in Halswell Quarry Park - Future

July 2019

Prepared by Peter Cottrell, Chair, Christchurch Adelaide Sister City Committee
(email: peter.cottrell@canterbury.ac.nz; mobile: +64 (0)22 163 7958)

In April 2015 the original The Spheres artwork by Adelaide artist Karen Genoff was stolen, leaving just the stone plinths behind.

The Christchurch Adelaide Sister City Committee secured sufficient funding to commission the replacement artwork for the garden entrance. Karen Genoff produced a concept design (below) which has since gone into a detailed design and fabrication stage in Adelaide - the Corten steel leaf and tree and the grit etched granite. It has just been completed and will be transported to Christchurch for installation. The Corten steel will only need to be oiled annually and the granite has had a graffiti proof coating applied by the fabricators in Adelaide. The Adelaide Committee will arrange for the artist and Kaurna Elder Uncle Lewis O'Brien to travel to Christchurch for an unveiling ceremony, likely in mid-November 2019.

~Kaurna Wailyu ~
(Kaurna Leaves )

Adelaide Sister City Project
2 view showing upper Life Leaf (left) 
5 Skeleton Leaf (right)
Laser cut Intersecting Leaves Corten Steel

Below: View from above of 2.2m (3 pieces) granite set in ground at base of steps to the entrance of the ‘Kaurna Wama,’ Adelaide plains garden. Designs to be refined.

The detailed design for the Kaurna Wailyu Corten steel ‘leaf’ and ‘tree’ is shown immediately below, followed by a photo of Kaurna Elder Uncle Lewis O’Brien and artist Karen Genoff signing off the wording for the grit etched Adelaide Hills granite and then the completed granite in the final photo.
This is just a short update from the Greater Hornby Residents Assn.

For some months now we have been seeking permission, with Council help, to install the 1974 Commonwealth Games Logo onto the Denton Park grandstand.

This application was supported by both Sports Canterbury and The Honourable Dr. Megan Woods, our local M. P..

This permission has now been granted by The Honourable Tracy Martin, the Minister of Internal Affairs, subject to final approval by the Olympic Committee’s of the murals to be painted onto the building.

The Games logo will most likely go on both sides of the Denton Park sign, which is falling apart and needs replacing.

Our visualization is to see the 9 panels below the Denton Park sign incorporated into a mural to try and stop the endless graffiti which is being painted there.

We also visualise a painting of Tino Tabak on the Eastern end of the grandstand. This would be in full view of people entering Denton Park from Chalmers St.

Tino won several major races in New Zealand, and also raced extensively throughout Europe, including the Tour De France, and was raised in Hornby, where he took up cycling at a young age.

Contact has been made with Tino and it seems he is quite agreeable to this.

Our idea is to tidy and upgrade up this section of the park, asap, and to try and bring some pride back into Hornby.